
Nepal Discover Motorbike Ride - 10 Days
Nepal discover motorbike ride is an ideal motorbike tour in Nepal. A week-long biking trip caters you to a great 

adventure riding experience in Nepal. It is one of the “Best of Nepal Biking Trips” which stretches through wonderful 

ways to see the diversified glimpses of Nepal.

The trip begins with the day test driving around the cultural heritage sites of Kathmandu valley and an exhilarating 

ride to Sauraha along the Prithivi Highway that caters to numerous twists and turns. Riding above the raging 

Himalayan Rivers throughout the day, the ride is an introduction to the riding adventure. Explore the cultural and wild 

aspects at Sauraha and hit a relatively comfortable road that stretches to Lumbini. The birthplace of Gautama 

Buddha caters utter peace. Then the ride once again hits the curves of defamed Siddhartha Highway. Daybreak to 

explore Tansen, an ancient town on a short deviation from the highway is also the major highlight of the trip. 

Continuing to cruise along the serpentine highway, the journey then arrives at Lake Town Pokhara. Explore the 

naturally blessed city and grab an opportunity to float in the skies greeting Himalayan giants Annapurna and 

Dhaulagiri during the Paragliding Session in Pokhara. The final day of the trip is on the Prithivi Highway that caters 

mild adrenaline rush riding along the mountainous Nepalese Highway.
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PRICE INCLUDES
Airports pick up and drop by private vehicle

500cc E-starter Bullets incl. petrol

TIMS Card

Mechanic back up crew and spare parts

Hotel accommodation on BB basis

Full board accommodation during the tour

An experienced road captain with a bike

Transport vehicle for luggage

Entrance fees

Farewell dinner at the end of trip

PRICE EXCLUDES
Lunch and dinner in Kathmandu 

Expenses of personal nature like drinks, mineral water, phone calls, wifi etc

International air fare to Nepal

Personal clothing & equipments

Travel and evacuation insurance 

Tips for your crews
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ITINERARY IN DETAIL

Day 1: Arrival in Kathmandu

Our representative will welcome you at Tribhuvan International Airport and will transfer to Hotel.

Day 2: Test drive in Kathmandu valley

Today we visit the world cultural heritage sites Bouddhanath, Swayambhunath, Bhaktapur Durbar Square.

Day 3: Ride from Kathmandu to Chitwan (SAURAHA) 146 Km 5-6 hrs ride

The first day of the “Best of Nepal” Biking Trip begins with a short ride that involves busy traffic on the process to exit 

out of Kathmandu Valley. Once, the ride leaves behind the valley, riders get to experience the different aspect of 

Nepal, which is amazing. Beginning to slide down on the extremely twisted Prithivi Highway from Naudanda we 

arrive to Naubise. From Naubise, the ride hits relatively easy road until Galchi. Beyond Galchi, it chases the road just 

above rushing Trishuli River (famous white water rafting destination in Nepal). Cross past the cable car station at 

Kurintar to arrive the most popular highway junction, Mugling. Once again it goes along the serpentine mountain 

highway until Narayanghat. The final section of the ride runs on the road having urban localities on both sides until 

Sauraha. On our arrival at Sauraha, we first check into our resort. Then we set for the Elephant ride into the jungle, 

which is a wonderful opportunity to sight rare species like Tiger, Rhino and Gangetic dolphin among others. In the 

evening, we shall enjoy Tharu Cultural Show in our resort.

Day 4: Sauraha jungle activities

Today we will enjoy wildlife activities all day long. Starting with the jungle walk, which is opportunity to sight several 

species of birds and early morning jungle activities. In the afternoon, we shall go for the exciting Elephant Bathing 

Session in Rapti River. Then, in the late afternoon, we shall visit Elephant Breeding center, where we get see these 

giant creatures being trained and cared.

Day 5: Ride from Sauraha to Lumbini 129 km Approx 4 hrs ride

The journey on the road that goes across the woods of Churia Hills takes you to Lumbini, the birthplace of Buddha. 

On arriving Lumbini, we explore Lumbini Garden, Puskarani Pond, Mayadevi Temple and the monastic zone where 

several Buddhist nations have built wonderful monasteries. Experience the bliss out of peace at the birthplace of 

Buddha, Lumbini. After the exploration of Lumbini we ride back to our hotel.

Day 6: Ride from Lumbini to Tansen 85 km Approx 3 hrs ride

Today the first part of the ride runs on the road of plain lowlands all the way to Butwal. Beyond Butwal, the ride 

continues to run along the serpentine Siddhartha Highway until Tansen. On arriving Tansen, we will ride into our 

hotel. Tansen is presently a Newari Town but in the past it was a powerful kingdom ruled by Magar Kings. We will 

ride up to Srinagar, which is a hilltop catering the view of Himalayas at its best. From west to east, Himalayan peak 

from far west Nepal Kanjiroba, to Langtang in the Central Nepal with Dhaulagiri, Annapurna, Mansiri, Ganesh in 

between can be sighted.

Day 7: Ride from Tansen to Pokhara 129 km Approx 5 hrs ride

The most challenging section of the ride is finally here. Today the ride hits Siddhartha Highway, which is defamed for 
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its extremely serpentine feature. Careful riding is essential. Ride pass highway towns and get amazed with the sheer 

cliffs throughout the journey. As we approach closer to Pokhara, the Himalayan peaks dominated by Annapurna and 

unique Fishtail come into the loop of our eyes. On arriving Pokhara, we straight away ride to our hotel in Lakeside. 

Stroll around Lakeside, the tourist zone in Pokhara.

Day 8: Explore Pokhara

Today, we will ride to the major highlights of Pokhara. We begin the motorbike sightseeing tour, with the ride to 

Mahendra Cave and on the way sight Seti River Gorge. Then we ride to the hilltop Sarangkot, which caters 

exceedingly beautiful and widespread views of the Himalayas. Sarangkot is also the hub of aerial adventure and 

hence if you have desires to give a try to Paragliding go ahead at Sarangkot. Riding down the road that penetrates 

lush vegetation we arrive back to Lakeside. Enjoy the delicious lunch and then resume the exploration of Pokhara. 

Ride to Davis Fall explore around and then ride back to Lakeside for the overnight stay.

Day 9: Ride from Pokhara to Kathmandu 200km Approx 6 hrs ride

The final day of the “Best of Nepal Ride” takes numerous twists and turns on the Prithivi Highway that stretches right 

above rushing Himalayan Rivers most of the times all the way to Nepalese capital, Kathmandu. Rural culture, river 

landscapes blended with forested land are the major highlights of last day ride.

Day 10: Free day in Kathmandu

Free day for refreshment and shopping.

Day 11: Departure day-Fly back to home
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